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Aeroelastic Balance
Yin Zhou, M.ASCE,1 and Ahsan Kareem, M.ASCE2

Abstract: The ‘‘stick’’ type aeroelastic model, referred to here as ‘‘aeroelastic balance,’’ has served as an effective tool for investi
wind-induced response of tall buildings and towers in both fundamental research as well as design applications. However, some q
still remain unaddressed in the available literature regarding the efficacy of the aeroelastic balance as a design tool. These conc
from the mismatch of the mode shape and mass distribution between the model and the prototype. This paper provides appropria
laws needed for modeling building dynamics and aeroelastic effects and offers a critical evaluation of the modeling issues concer
aeroelastic balance. Clearly, buildings with a nonlinear mode shape preclude a straightforward similarity between the model
prototype displacement and acceleration response. Similar concerns come to light from a mismatch in the mass distribution w
aeroelastic effects are present. In this paper, procedures based on the base bending moment of the aeroelastic balance are de
scaling model test data for predicting the prototype structural response. Currently used aeroelastic modeling practices are
reviewed in light of this scheme. The proposed procedures capture the dynamics of wind–structure interactions without the short
of current practices.
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Introduction

The analytical modeling of wind–structure interactions is math
ematically impracticable; therefore, wind tunnels have served
the most reliable means of investigating wind load effects o
structures. Although recent advances in computational fluid d
namics are very promising, these are not at a stage of becomin
designer’s tool in the near future. Among several existing win
tunnel modeling approaches, the ‘‘stick’’ type aeroelastic mode
and the ‘‘high frequency base balance’’~HFBB! technique are not
only the most popular, but also very efficient. The stick model ha
the extra advantage over the HFBB test that it can include th
contribution of aeroelastic effects, which may become essent
for certain wind sensitive structures. In comparison with othe
aeroelastic models, i.e., the ‘‘multidegree-of-freedom aeroelas
model,’’ the stick type model is more efficient in terms of design
fabrication, calibration, and measurements, which presents sa
ings in both time and cost. Furthermore, this test also allow
convenient changes in the mass, stiffness, and damping and e
geometric properties. In light of these attributes, the stick typ
aeroelastic model test has played a profoundly significant an
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sometimes irreplaceable role in both structural design and bas
research concerning tall buildings and towers since the develo
ment of boundary layer wind tunnel facilities.

For the wind-induced response of most tall structures, only th
response in the fundamental modes has been noted to be sign
cant ~Kareem 1982!. This feature favors a simplified stick type
model test in which two fundamental translation modes are simu
lated. A typical set up of the stick type aeroelastic model is sche
matically shown in Figs. 1~a and c!. Variations of this configura-
tion have been reported by Whitebread and Scruton~1965!;
Kareem and Cermak~1979!; Isyumov~1982!; Saunders and Mel-
bourne~1975!; Boggs~1991!, and others. The model in Fig. 1~c!
also includes a provision for modeling the torsional degree o
freedom, but it only represents a uniform mode shape. Therefor
the torsional response requires a mode shape correction. A typic
stick model involves the building shell configuration, spring,
mass, and damping devices. The modeling of mass, stiffness a
damping, geometric shape, and approach flow environment h
been recognized to be critical for this kind of model. The dis-
placement or acceleration at the top or at another height and/
the base bending moment~BBM! about the axis of rotation are
measured. The stick aeroelastic model test is important in asse
ing both the aeroelastic and dynamic response of structures und
winds. The aeroelastic effects of interest range from the potenti
of aeroelastic instability to situations where negative aerodynam
damping results in significant response magnification. An accu
rate modeling of both the structural dynamic response and th
contribution of aeroelastic effects is extremely important for wind
sensitive structures.

This paper focuses on the relevant features concerning the ro
of a stick type aeroelastic model in structural design. Unlike the
HFBB test, the stick aeroelastic model test provides a ‘‘direct’
estimation of the wind-induced response. Therefore, a direct sim
larity between the model and the prototype structure is a prereq
uisite for accurate assessment of wind effects. However, this ca
not always be easily achieved in practice. The first issue concer
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Fig. 1. Aeroelastic balance:~a! base-pivoted model;~b! mode shape modeling;~c! base-spring model
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Fig. 2. Example of actual high-rise building~Gu et al. 1999!: ~a!
mode shape;~b! mass distribution
the mode shape modeling because this type of test works best
structures with a linear first mode shape@Fig. 1~b!#. However
many tall buildings, especially tall, flexible, and slender build
ings, have mode shapes that may deviate from a straight line@Fig.
2~a!#. The second issue of concern arises from the modeling
mass. Tall buildings usually have a complex mass distributio
@Fig. 2~b!#, which poses a difficulty in replicating it in a small-
scale aeroelastic model.

The inconsistency resulting from the mismatch in mode sha
modeling has been generally treated in two ways. One approa
utilizes a straight-line mode shape to ‘‘fit’’ a large portion of the
actual mode shape through adjustment of the pivot point at
‘‘appropriate’’ height above the building base~Isyumov 1982!.
Alternatively, analytical procedures may be invoked to adjust th
model test observations for nonlinear mode shapes~e.g., Vickery
1970; Kareem 1984; Vickery et al. 1985; Holmes 1987; Bogg
1991; Xu et al. 1993; Kijewski and Kareem 1998; Zhou et a
1999, 2002!. Most of the analytical corrections follow the tech-
niques routinely used in the HFBB; their effectiveness in thi
context needs further examination.

The effect of imperfect modeling of the mass distribution ha
received relatively less attention. Significant variations concer
ing the mass modeling have been noted in the literature. For e
ample, in some of the literature~e.g., Cermak 1977; Isyumov
1982; and ASCE 1999! the similarities in the total and the first-
mode generalized masses, and the mass moment of inertia~MMI !
are required; while in others the exact modeling of mass has be
relaxed~e.g., Bienkiewicz et al. 1986; and Boggs 1991!.

In this paper, first scaling laws for the model design are d
rived. The effect of imperfect modeling of mass is delineate
through a comparison of the model with a prototype buildin
having a linear mode shape. This is followed by highlighting th
effect of nonlinear mode shape on the response predictions ba
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on a linear mode shape as implied in the stick type aeroela
test. Based on a previous study related to the effects of nonlin
mode shapes on structural response~Zhou et al. 2002!, analytical
procedures are developed to determine the equivalent static w
load ~ESWL! and associated wind-induced response of prototy
buildings with arbitrary mode shapes by utilizing the BBM me
surements. The efficacy of two currently used aeroelastic mo
ing practices is also assessed in light of the schemes prese
here.

Dynamic Similitude: Linear Mode Shape

Scaling laws that describe the relationship between the sc
model and the prototype building involving linear mode shape
derived. Although the similarity between the model and the p
totype is generally well understood, this paper highlights so
features that may result in the introduction of improper scalin

Scaling laws can be obtained either by a dimensional anal
or by nondimensional equations of motion~Langhaar 1951!. The
latter approach is used here since for the stick type aeroela
models the response in fundamental modes dominates the ov
response. Without loss of generality, the equation of motion g
erning the motion of a tall structure with an arbitrary mode sha
is given below

m* j̈~ t !1c* j̇~ t !1k* j~ t !5P* ~ t,j,j̇,j̈,...! (1)

wherem* 5*0
Hm(z)w2(z)dz, c* 52zAk* m* , k* 5(2p f 1)2m* ,

P* 5*0
HP(z,t)w(z)dz; and j5generalized mass, damping, stiff

ness, wind force, and displacement in the first mode, respectiv
z5structural critical damping ratio;f 15first mode natural fre-
quency; the motion dependent terms that appear in the right h
side of Eq.~1! represent the feedback due to aeroelastic effe
andP(z,t)5externally applied wind load. The mode shape of
actual building can usually be well approximated by a power-l
expressionw(z)5c(z/H)b, in which c5normalization factor and
b5exponent of the mode shape, which is unity for a linear mo
shape. In order to avoid arbitrariness in the normalization invok
in the generalized equation of motion, scaling laws are deriv
based on the displacement at the building top. Recasting Eq~1!
accordingly

ŸH~ t !14p f 1zẎH~ t !1~2p f 1!2YH~ t !

5
1

m E
0

H

P~z,t,Y,Ẏ,Ÿ...!•~z/H !bdz (2)

where YH5c•j5displacement at the building top,H; and m
5*0

Hm(z)•(z/H)2bdz5first mode generalized mass~MGM! or
first MGM. It is noted that the first MGM is a special case of th
generalized massm* , in which the normalization factorc is equal
to unity.

For a building with linear mode shapes, Eq.~2! can be simpli-
fied as

ŸH8 ~ t !14p f 1zẎH8 ~ t !1~2p f 1!2YH8 ~ t !5
M ~ t,Y8,Ẏ8,Ÿ8...!/H

m8
(3)

where the superscript prime denotes quantities based on the l
mode shape; whilem85*0

Hm(z)•(z/H)2dz5I /H2, in which
I5MMI; and M5*0

HP(z,t)•z dz5BBM due to the externally ap-
plied wind pressures, which can be expressed as

M ~ t,Y8,Ẏ8,Ÿ8...!5CM~ t,Y8,Ẏ8,Ÿ8...!•~1/2raV̄H
2 ABDH2!

(4)
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where CM5dimensionless BBM coefficient;ra5air density;
V̄H5mean reference wind velocity at the building top; andB and
D5width and depth of the building, respectively. It is notewort
that Eq. ~4! is only comprised of quantities that have physic
meaning. Based on this equation, a detailed derivation of sca
laws for a prototype building with linear mode shape is provid
in Appendix I.

The scaling law given in Eq.~37! concerns the first MGM
When the mass distribution of the model follows exactly that
the prototype, the similarity requirement in Eq.~37! is equivalent
to that of the total mass

~KmT
/KL

3!•~1/Kra
!51 (5)

or

~rs /ra!m5~rs /ra!p (6)

where the subscriptm represents the model andp the prototype;
mT5*0

Hm(z)dz5total mass of the building; andrs5structural
bulk density. Eq.~6! has been documented in most of the lite
ture ~e.g., Cermak 1977; Kareem and Cermak 1978; ASCE 19!
as the requirement for maintaining a constant ratio between
structural bulk density and the air density. For linear mo
shapes, using the relationship between the first MGM and
MMI, the following relationship is obtained:

I m5KL
5
•Kra

•I p (7)

which has been referred to as the similarity requirement for
MMI in the literature~e.g., Isyumov 1982; Boggs 1991!.

Since the model has the same mode shape as the prototy
this particular case, fulfillment of any one of the three scal
requirements in Eqs.~37!, ~6!, or ~7! guarantees the remainin
two, provided that the mass distribution of the prototype struc
is precisely replicated in the model. This has led to the selec
of one of these three relationships indiscriminately in model
sign. It should be emphasized that the equivalence between
relationships is contingent upon the condition of matching of
mass distribution and the linear mode shape.

Many actual buildings usually feature complicated mass
tributions; one such example is shown in Fig. 2. It is very diffic
to accurately reproduce this mass distribution in the aeroela
model test at a small-scale, e.g., around 1/300–1/500.

Evidently, using the same total mass with different distrib
tions, both the first MGM and the MMI could be significant
different. This means that the similarity of the total mass or
density ratio could not ensure correct modeling of the first MG
or the MMI because of the possible differences in the mass
tribution. It is very important to note that the derivation of t
scaling laws based on the dimensional analysis would not re
this difference since both the total mass and the first MGM h
the same dimensions. However, as shown in the derivatio
scaling laws in Appendix I, it is the first MGM or MMI that play
the key role in the modeling of building displacement or acc
eration response. This observation can also be made from
following equation for the root mean square~RMS! of the dis-
placement response based on Eq.~3!:

sY8 ~z!5
1

~2p f 1!2
•*0

Hm~z!~z/H !2dz

•S E
0

`

uH~ f !u2•SM~ f !/H2
•d f D 1/2

•S z

H D (8)
RNAL OF ENGINEERING MECHANICS © ASCE / MARCH 2003 / 285
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whereuH( f )u25$@12( f / f 1)2#21(2z f / f 1)2%15structural transfer
function; andSM( f )5power spectral density~PSD! of the exter-
nal BBM under the wind pressures.

Eq. ~8! can be used for displacement or acceleration meas
ment based techniques. On the other hand, although the disp
ment or acceleration response is important, the ESWL usu
offers a more convenient means of estimating wind-induced
effects for design. Extending the displacement in Eq.~8!, the
ESWL in the case of dynamically sensitive structures can be
resented by the inertial force

sP8 ~z!5~2p f 1!2
•m~z!•sY8 ~z!5

1

H•*0
Hm~z!~z/H !2dz

•S E
0

`

uH~ f !u2•SM~ f !•d f D 1/2

•S z

H D •m~z! (9)

Accordingly, the BBM response can be computed by

sM8 5E
0

H

sP8 ~z!•z dz5S E
0

`

uH~ f !u2•SM~ f !•d f D 1/2

(10)

Here the subscriptP and M , which use the same symbol b
expressed in bold, represent the dynamically amplified wind l
and the associated BBM.

According to Eq.~8!, the displacement is inversely propo
tional to the first MGM. On the other hand, the BBM in Eq.~10!
is not a function of the first MGM or MMI, but is only indirectly
affected by the mass by way of the natural frequency. This
plies that an increase in mass bears no influence on the B
response provided that the structural frequency remains the s
In light of this, Bienkiewicz et al.~1986! and Boggs~1991! sug-
gested alternatives to the requirements imposed on mass an
sociated quantities. For example, if the model can be designe
have the correct mass as required by the preceding scaling
then the displacement response will obey the length scal
‘‘100% aeroelastic.’’ It is also possible to design a model which
heavier by a factor of 2 so that the displacement or rotation
be less-than-scale or ‘‘50% aeroelastic’’ or ‘‘subaeroelastic;’’
on the contrary, a lighter model with larger-than-scale displa
ment and rotation or ‘‘superaeroelastic.’’ In all these cases,
though the displacement or rotation may be influenced by
manner in which mass is modeled, the BBM remains the sam

Although the above concept offers a dramatic advantage
aeroelastic model design since the mass similarity ceases to
requirement, caution must be exercised when modeling
aeroelastic effects. According to the limited available investi
tions concerning the aeroelastic effects, the mass has bee
served to be one of the most pertinent parameters. In fact
Scruton number, which is proportional to the product of the bu
ing air mass ratio and the critical damping ratio, has been re
nized to play a key role in the aeroelastic effects~among others
Cheng 1984, Boggs 1991, 1992; CEN 1995!. Despite the fact tha
it may have no effect on the modeling of the aerodynamic for
an imperfect modeling of mass may result in inaccurate mode
of the aeroelastic effects.

Nonetheless, the available literature provides insufficient g
ance on the role of the total mass and the first MGM in mode
aeroelastic effects. The first MGM is usually a small part of
overall mass and could be significantly different depending on
overall mass distribution and the mode shape. Assuming a li
mass distribution

m~z!5m0~12l~z/H !! (11)
286 / JOURNAL OF ENGINEERING MECHANICS © ASCE / MARCH 2003
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a mass participation factor, which is defined as the ratio betw
the first MGM to the total mass of the building is given by

lm5
m
mT

5
2•@~212b!2l~112b!#

~22l!~212b!~112b!
(12)

wherel5(m02mH)/m05mass reduction factor~Boggs and Pe
terka 1989!. Fig. 3~a! shows the sensitivity oflm with respect to
changes in other parameters. For a uniform mass distribution
a linear mode shape,lm50.33, or one third of the total mass. It
obvious that the first MGM is sensitive to the distribution of m
and the mode shape. Further study is still called for to clarify
precise roles of the total mass and the first MGM in the aeroe
tic modeling of tall buildings.

Dynamic Similitude: Arbitrary Mode Shape

When the mode shape of a building deviates from a straight
the similarity between the model and the prototype is not so
vious. A ‘‘virtual’’ building with a linear mode shape is introduce
here to build a relationship between the model and the proto
The virtual building has a linear mode shape and replicates o
parameters of the prototype. Since this virtual building has a
ear mode shape, its similarity to the model is governed by
scaling laws in the preceding section, while the relationship
tween the virtual building and the prototype can be expre
through mode shape corrections. Accordingly, the prototype
sponse can be obtained through the virtual building in comb

Fig. 3. Effects of mode shape on first MGM:~a! ratio to total mass
in Eq. ~12!; ~b! ratio to linear first MGM in Eq.~17!
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tion with a mode shape correction. A detailed discussion of
mode shape corrections has been provided by the writers~Zhou
et al. 2002!. Some of the relevant relationships for the aeroelas
model testing are described below.

Using the spectral analysis, the displacement response in
~1! is given by

sY~z!5
1

~2p f 1!2
•*0

Hm~z!~z/H !2bdz

•S E
0

`

uH~ f !u2•SP* ~ f !•d f D 1/2

•S z

H D b

(13)

where SP* ( f )5*0
H*0

HP(z1 , f )P* (z2 , f )(z1 /H)b(z2 /H)bdz1dz2

5PSD of the generalized wind force in the first mode; a
P(z1 , f )P* (z2 , f )5coherence of the externally applied win
pressures.

Using Eq.~37!, the first MGM of the model is scaled to th
prototype by

mm8 5KL
3
•Kra

•mp (14)

which is equivalent to a MMI scale as

I m5KL
5
•Kra

•mp•Hp
2 (15)

The difference between this MMI and that determined by t
scale in Eq.~7! can be described by a mode shape effect factor
the first MGM

hm5
*0

Hm~z!~z/H !2bdz

*0
Hm~z!~z/H !2dz

5
12•@~212b!2l~112b!#

~423l!~212b!~112b!
(16)

This factor is plotted in Fig. 3~b!. It can be seen thathm is sen-
sitive to the mode shape while relatively insensitive to the m
distribution for l,0.5. When the mode shape of the building
linear, the factor is, as expected, equal to unity, which indica
the equivalence between the first MGM scale in Eq.~37! and the
MMI scale in Eq.~7!. However, when the mode shape deviat
from a straight line, this equivalence is no longer valid. Forb.1,
which may be of concern in most tall building applications,hm is
usually less than unity. For example, whenb51.5, for a uniform
mass distribution,hm50.75, indicating that the use of the MM
scale in Eq.~7! may lead to 33% higher displacement respon
than that based on the first MGM scale as shown in Eq.~13!.

With an accurate modeling of the first MGM in Eq.~14! or
MMI in Eq. ~15!, the displacement response of the virtual buil
ing can be computed by

sY9 ~z!5
1

~2p f 1!2
•*0

Hm~z!~z/H !2bdz

•S E
0

`

uH~ f !u2•SM~ f !/H2
•d f D 1/2

•S z

H D (17)

where the double prime stands for the virtual building. By co
paring Eq.~17! to Eq. ~13!, the displacement at the virtual build
ing top can be related to the actual displacement by

hY5S *0
`P~z1 , f !P* ~z2 , f !~z1 /H !b~z2 /H !bd f

*0
`SM~ f !/H2

•d f D 1/2

(18)

The correction in Eq.~18! is exactly that for the generalized wind
force discussed in the literature~e.g., Xu and Kwok 1993; Kijew-
ski and Kareem 1998; Zhou et al. 2002!. According to Eq.~18!,
this factor is a function of the mode shape and the stocha
structure of wind pressure fluctuations. Assuming that the w
JOU
.

pressures, including both the aerodynamic and aeroelastic eff
on the building surfaces can be approximately expressed in
following form:

P~z1 , f !P* ~z2 , f !5P~z1!P~z2!Sp~ f !Q~z1 ,z2 , f ! (19)

where Sp( f )5unit fluctuating wind force spectrum;P(z)
5PH(z/H)g in which PH5amplitude of the fluctuating wind
force evaluated at the building top;g5fluctuating wind profile
exponent; andQ(z1 ,z2 , f )5exp(2CK f/V̄•uz12z2u/H)5correlation
of the fluctuating wind pressures in whichV̄5reference wind ve-
locity, andCK5exponential decay coefficient. For the fully co
related caseCK50 and for delta-correlated caseCK→`. It is
noted that the structure of the fluctuating wind pressures is rela
to complicated fluid–structure interactions, and the involved w
pressure parameters may vary significantly for different cases
are seldom available for a particular application unless spe
cally measured. As reported, the correction factor in Eq.~18! is
sensitive to the mode shape, wind exponent, and correlation
shown in Fig. 4~a! ~Zhou et al. 2002!. In engineering practice, it
is usually inconvenient to apply this type of correction since t
information on the involved parameters either is not available
can only be approximately determined.

On the other hand, focusing on the BBM response, one
have the following relationship between the virtual and the act
buildings:

sM5hM•sM8 (20)

Fig. 4. Mode shape corrections~Zhou et al. 2000!: ~a! generalized
wind load; ~b! base bending moment
RNAL OF ENGINEERING MECHANICS © ASCE / MARCH 2003 / 287
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the model and the prototype, the aeroelastic model test may
provide reliable estimates of building displacement and accel
tion response. Furthermore, there are also difficulties in utiliz
the displacement and acceleration information obtained from
wind tunnel tests. For example, acceleration measurements re
only the resonant component contribution, while the displacem
measurements are relatively inconvenient, unless the laser-b
displacement sensors are employed. On the other hand, the
response of an aeroelastic model usually exhibits less sensit
to the variations in mode shape, mass distribution, and wind p
sure parameters. It can also be conveniently measured using
lar strain gauges, including the mean, background, and reso
components.

These observations favor an analysis procedure that is b
on the BBM measured from the aeroelastic model tests. Draw
a parallel between the BBM by the HFBB and the stick ty
aeroelastic model, in this paper the latter is called ‘‘aeroela
balance.’’ It is important to note that the BBM measured from
aeroelastic balance is different from that of the HFBB. T
former includes the aerodynamic force and aeroelastic feedb
as well as the magnification due to structural dynamics. Bes
the insensitivity of the BBM response to the mass and m
shape variations, advantages derived from the BBM-based pr
dure include the convenient utilization of this information to o
tain other quantities of interest, e.g., the ESWL and other w
load effects.

The measured BBM can be expressed in terms of the foll
ing nondimensional form that applies to both the model and
prototype structure:

CM~ t !5M ~ t !/~1/2rV̄H
2 ABDH2! (21)

Accordingly, the ESWL components on the actual building can
computed by~Zhou and Kareem 2001!

P̄~z!5C̄M•~1/2rV̄H
2 ABDH2!S 212a

H2 D S z

H D 2a

(22)

sPB
~z!5S E

0

f 12e

CM~ f !d f D 2

•~1/2rV̄H
2 ABDH2!S 212a

H2 D S z

H D 2a

(23)

sPR
~z!5S E

f 12e

f 11e

CM~ f !d f D 2

•~1/2rV̄H
2 ABDH2!

m~z!w~z!

*0
Hm~z!w~z!z dz

(24)

where P̄, sPB
, and sPR

5mean, RMS background and resona

components of the ESWL, respectively;C̄M5mean BBM coeffi-
cient;CM( f )5PSD of the BBM coefficient; ande can usually be
taken as a tenth off 1 . For the cases in which the backgroun
response is relatively insignificant, Eqs.~23! and ~24! can be
treated together as the fluctuating component of the ESWL

s P̃~z!5sCM
•~1/2rV̄H

2 ABDH2!
m~z!w~z!

*0
Hm~z!w~z!z dz

(25)

wheres P̃5RMS fluctuating ESWL, including both backgroun
and resonant components.

With the ESWL, the wind load effects of interest can be d
termined by using the above load components with a simple s
structural analysis. The resultant response can be combined
square root of the sum of the squares rule
wherehM5mode shape correction factor for the BBM respons
andsM andsM8 5RMS BBM response of the actual building and
the virtual building, respectively. As discussed by Zhou et a
~2002!, hM is equal to unity for the background component. Fo
the resonant component, Fig. 4~b! shows the sensitivity of this
factor with respect to the involved parameters. It can be seen t
for most of the parameter range this factor can be approximat
taken as unity without introducing a sizeable error. A similar o
servation concerning the mode shape correction for the BBM h
also been reported by Boggs and Peterka~1989! and AS1170.2-89
~Australian Standards 1989!.

Application of Aeroelastic Balance
to Building Design

Based on the preceding scaling relationships, the model can be
up and the measurements on the model can be scaled to the
totype. A detailed description of the model design and mod
tuning is provided in Appendix II~see Fig. 5!.

Ideally, when the mode shape of the prototype building is li
ear and the mass distribution of the model is the same as tha
the prototype, direct similarities between the model and the p
totype in terms of displacement, acceleration, or BBM exis
However, these requirements are seldom satisfied in practice.
to the mismatch in the mode shape and mass distribution betw
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the computation of the first MGM may entail the integration fr
either the ground level or from the location defined by1h; and
the mode shape may be based on the mode shape of eith
prototype or the model. These variations will result in differ
levels of accuracy in modeling the wind-induced response. B
on the relationship between the externally applied BBM and
duced BBM response in Eqs.~10! and~20!, the following expres-
sion holds for both models:

SM1b~ f !5uH~ f !u2•SM1b~ f ! (29)

where subscriptb5distance of the model pivot point from th
origin of the actual mode shape, which is1h or 2h for the two
cases discussed, respectively. Even by ignoring the differenc
the modeling of the aeroelastic effects, the BBM response in t
two models has the following relationship to that proposed in
paper:

hM1b5sM1b /sM0 (30)

in which sM1b5RMS aerodynamic BBM with regard to th
pivot height at1h or 2h; and sM05RMS aerodynamic BBM
with respect to the building base. Fig. 7 shows the variation
hM1b in terms of the wind parameters and the departure of
pivot point from the building base. It can be seen that this fa
is insensitive to the wind exponent, but relatively sensitive to
correlation of the pressure field. The information of wind press
field is normally unavailable, thus making it difficult to usehM1b

as correction factors to relate the BBM in the two models
cussed to the actual BBM. Furthermore, using a full correlatio
aerodynamic pressure field as an example, the BBM is about
of the actual value whenh/H51/6 for the1h type model. Evi-
dently, the farther the pivot point is located from the base, the
the overall wind pressure information is included. On the o
hand, the factor is about 1.35 for the same distance of the
point in the2h type model.

Concluding Remarks

This paper examined in detail the role of the aeroelastic bal
as a tool for the design of tall buildings. Model scaling laws w
derived and their significance in modeling structural dynam
and aeroelastic effects was highlighted. Although the modelin
the building total mass, first MGM, and MMI was treated ind
criminately in most of the current practice, inasmuch as the m
distribution of a prototype building can seldom be precisely
produced in a small-scale model test, the similarity of the t

Fig. 7. Effects of deviations of pivot center on measured mome
r̂ 5 r̄ 1gAr B
21r R

2 (26)

where r̂ , r̄ , r B , and r R5resultant, mean, background, and res
nant response components, respectively;g5peak factor, which
can be determined from statistical analysis of the measured B
time series or from theoretical consideration~e.g., Davenport
1964! as g5A2 ln(f1T)10.5772/A2 ln(f1T), in which
T5observation time.

The displacement and acceleration response can be comp
conveniently by

Y~z!5
*0

HP~z!w~z!dz

~2p f 1!2
•*0

Hm~z!w2~z!dz
•w~z! (27)

s Ÿ~z!5
*0

HsPR~z!w~z!dz

*0
Hm~z!w2~z!dz

•w~z! (28)

where Eq.~27! is applicable to both the mean and the fluctuati
components, while Eq.~28! includes only the resonant compo
nent.

Effectiveness of Currently Used Approaches

This section addresses currently used techniques of stick
aeroelastic model tests. One of the approaches is referred to a
‘‘ 1h type’’ ~Isyumov 1982; Ho et al. 1994!, which has also been
recommended in ASCE~1999!. Another is referred to here as
2h type’’ ~Kareem and Cermak 1978; Boggs 1991!. Details of
these models are omitted here for the sake of brevity. Fig
schematically compares the modeled mode shapes represen
these model configurations in comparison with the actual build
mode shape and the proposal offered in this study. The aim o
1h type model is to ‘‘provide the best fit for ...~mode shape!
estimations’’ by adjusting the pivot point to a1h height about the
ground~Isyumov 1982!; while the 2h type model is due to the
inherent model setup that renders the pivot point below the w
tunnel floor.

In practice, these models differ in their modeling of the to
mass, first MGM, and MMI. For example, for the1h type model,
URNAL OF ENGINEERING MECHANICS © ASCE / MARCH 2003 / 289
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ter-
ro-
mass or the ratio of the structural bulk density to the air den
may not adequately ensure the scaling of the first MGM.
buildings with linear mode shapes, it is noted that the cor
similarity of the first MGM or MMI is important to ensure accu
rate aeroelastic modeling.

Many actual tall buildings do not have straight-line mo
shapes. On the one hand, the scaling of MMI is usually sign
cantly different from that of the first MGM, while on the oth
hand, even with accurate modeling of the first MGM the dyna
similarity in the displacement and acceleration response is
lated when the prototype building has a nonlinear mode shap
is shown here that the BBM response measurements exhibit a
sensitivity to the variations in the mass and mode shape.
feature offers an attractive avenue for utilizing the aeroela
model test in actual design practice through the BBM meas
ments. The paper provided an analysis procedure for the ES
and other wind-induced response components derived from
BBM measurements of the aeroelastic balance tests. The effi
of two currently used aeroelastic modeling approaches is
addressed.

Appendix I: Derivation of Scaling Laws

This Appendix provides the scaling laws governing the simila
ties between a tall building with linear mode shape and a s
type aeroelastic model.

Eq. ~3! is applicable to both the model and the prototype.
the prototype, it is

Ÿp8~ tp!14p f 1pzpẎp8~ tp!1~2p f 1p!2Yp8~ tp!

5
CMp~ tp ,Yp ,Ẏp ,Ÿp ...!•~1/2rapV̄pH

2 ABpDpHp!

mp8
(31)

whereY5YH . With an intrinsic linear mode shape, this quant
can be easily related to the displacement at any other height o
rotation angle. For the model, it is

Ÿm8 ~ tm!14p f 1mzmẎm8 ~ tm!1~2p f 1m!2Ym8 ~ tm!

5
CMm~ tm ,Ym ,Ẏm ,Ÿm ...!•~1/2ramV̄mH

2 ABmDmHm!

mm8

(32)

If the following similarities exist between the model and t
prototype:

KL5
Ym

Yp
5

Bm

Bp
5

Dm

Dp
5

Hm

Hp
, KV5

Vm

Vp
, Kt5

tm

tp
5

f 1p

f 1m

(33)

KCM5
CMm

CMp
, Kra

5
ram

rap
, Km85

mm8

mp8
, Kz5

zm

zp

then Eq.~31! can be recast as

Ÿm8 ~ tm!1
1

Kz
•4p f 1mzmẎm8 ~ tm!1~2p f 1m!2Ym8 ~ tm!

5
Mm~ tm ,Ym ,Ẏm ,Ÿm ...!/Hm

mm8

•S 1

KCM

D •S 1

Kra

•

Km8

KL
3 D •S KL

Kt•KV
D 2

(34)
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Comparing Eq.~34! to Eq.~32!, the scales in Eq.~33! are ensured
by the following conditions:

Kz51 (35)

KCM51 (36)

Km85KL
3
•Kra

(37)

KL5Kt•KV (38)

Eq. ~35! indicates that the damping ratio of the model is t
same as that of the prototype. The use of imperfect modeling
damping should be made carefully, since the damping may c
trol the level of aeroelastic effects.

Eq. ~36! requires the similarity of the aerodynamic force coe
ficient. For the aeroelastic model, it includes both aerodyna
forces and aeroelastic feedbacks. The similarity of the aero
namic force can be ensured by simulating properly the approa
ing flow, the building surroundings, and the building geomet
which are also required in the HFBB or the pressure model te
Although these features are sufficient for the aerodynamic te
the similarity of aeroelastic feedbacks cannot be automatic
ensured and it needs additional consideration. There are a num
of factors, such as the dimensionless displacement resp
~Kwok and Melbourne 1981!, the reduced wind velocity~Kareem
1982; Tschanz and Davenport 1983!, and more recently, Scruton
no. ~Boggs 1992; CEN 1995!, have been reported to be importa
to the aeroelastic effects. Since the influence of violating sca
laws is not fully understood, it has been suggested that the m
should correctly simulate the dynamic characteristics of the str
tures, including the stiffness, mass, and damping, which influe
the aeroelastic effects~ASCE 1999!.

Eq. ~37! is the scale of the first MGM, which is detailed in th
context. Eq.~38! is the scale of the stiffness. For a particul
mode that the model simulates, it can also be expressed by

~L• f 1 /V̄!p5~L• f 1 /V̄!m (39)

which is explained as the reduced frequency or velocity sc
where L5building dimension. A significant implication of Eq
~39! is that there is no unique requirement concerning the velo
scale, which is inversely proportional to the frequency scale wh
the length scale is selected. This means the velocity and the
quency scales can be adjusted according to the capability
availability of the wind tunnel facilities. The stiffness modelin
can be automatically ensured by correctly simulating the m
and frequency. For some tuning schemes that need accurate
ness of the model, the scale in Eq.~38! can also be rewritten as

Kk5Kra
•KL

5/Kt
2 (40)

By satisfying the above scaling laws, the model will represe
a direct similarity with the prototype. In this case, the measu
ments can be based either on the BBM or the displacemen
acceleration at any height or both of them. The model displa
ment is related to the prototype through the length scale. T
acceleration and moment can be scaled to the prototype by

KŸ5KL /Kt
2 (41)

KM5Kra
•KL

5/Kt
2 (42)

For the case of a building with exactly a linear mode sha
there exists a crosscheck between the displacement and the
measurements. The ESWL on the actual building can be de
mined based on the information of either of them. General p
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el
cedures based on the BBM information are provided in the c
text and the procedure for the building with a linear mode sha
can be treated as a special case.

Appendix II: Model Design and Calibration

Prototype Information

The information of the prototype that is necessary for model
sign includes the first MGM, total mass, interested wind veloc
range, damping ratio, and frequency in the first two sway mod

Model Scales

The length scale needs to be selected at first, which should
sider the wind tunnel blockage, the modeled turbulence len
scale, and constraints on model construction, e.g., the mass
quirement. Once selected, the model as well as the ambient s
tures and their locations need to be built in the same scale. A
the selection of length scale, the wind velocity scale and the
quency scale can be intentionally adjusted to fit the capability
the wind tunnel facilities. The air density scale is fixed and us
ally very close to unity. Special attention needs to be paid wh
there is a significant difference between the model and the pr
type in temperature or elevation.

Model Tuning

Install the model following the setup as shown in Fig. 1~a!. Align
the pivot center of the model to the corresponding height of
origin of the actual mode shape. Adjust the damping ratio of
model system to the accurate values as those used in the struc
analysis for the prototype building. These values can vary acco
ing to the consideration of a different limit state of design.

The mass of the model can then be determined after the
density and length scales have been selected by using Eq.~6!. The
total mass budget includes all the components that participat
the vibration, such as the building model, spring, supporting ro
tuning mass, transducer, etc. It is noted that this modeling requ
ment for total mass is not discarded until sufficient data are av
able to show that its role in the modeling of aeroelastic effects
insignificant.

The first MGM of the model can be determined using Eq.~15!.
However, since it is usually inconvenient to directly measure
first MGM of the model; one alternative is to adjust the MMI o
the model based on Eq.~16!. The accurate value of the MMI of
the model can be determined through a tuning mass by

I l 2
5m1•~D l 212• l 1•D l !•~ f l 1

2 /~ f l 1

2 2 f l 2

2 !! (43)

in which l 1 , l 2 , andm1 are shown in Fig. 5;f l 1
and f l 2

denote the
frequencies when the tuning mass is placed at heightsl 1 and l 2

below the pivot point, respectively; andD l 5 l 22 l 1 . Another al-
ternative is to determine the target stiffness of the model fi
using the scale in Eq.~40! and then tune the first MGM to the
targeted frequency.

Imperfect Modeling

For many actual buildings with different mode shapes in tw
lateral directions, the first MGM in each direction may be diffe
ent. Since the model has linear mode shape in each direction,
JOU
-

-
-

al

not possible to have different first MGM in each direction. In th
situation, an imperfect modeling is considered by determining
first MGM of the model as

mm8 5~KL
3
•Kra

! 1
2~mpX1mpY! (44)

For many actual buildings the frequencies in two directio
may be different from each other. The ratio of the frequenc
~Cermak 1977! needs to be modeled by adjusting the target fr
quencies through tuning the stiffness in the two directions

~ f X / f Y!m5~ f X / f Y!p (45)
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